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Abstract
This study defines a novel method for navigating moving objects without using the GPS. Sensors of a smartphone meas-
ured desired values and a developed Android application recorded this data. A developed MATLAB code analyzed these 
values for a road trip by a car using several coordinate transformations. This code corrected the measured acceleration 
for removing the effects of the earth gravity and also removed the effects of the existed noises in the measured values by 
the sensors of this smartphone. The results show that, the calibrated data of the smartphone accelerometer can be used 
for obtaining a place, with an acceptable error. Nevertheless, obtaining acceleration using the GPS data is not correct.
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List of symbols
→

an  Acceleration vector in the vehicle-carried NED 
coordinate system

anx  x-component components of the acceleration vec-
tor in the vehicle-carried NED coordinate system 
(m/s2)

acor
nx

  x-component components of the corrected accel-
eration vector in the vehicle-carried NED coordi-
nate system (m/s2)

any  y-component components of the acceleration vec-
tor in the vehicle-carried NED coordinate system 
(m/s2)

acor
ny

  y-component components of the corrected 
acceleration vector in the vehicle-carried NED 
coordinate system (m/s2)

anz  z-component components of the acceleration vec-
tor in the vehicle-carried NED coordinate system 
(m/s2)

acor
nz

  z-component components of the corrected accel-
eration vector in the vehicle-carried NED coordi-
nate system (m/s2)

→

acor
s

  Corrected acceleration vector in the smartphone 
coordinate system

asx  x-component components of the acceleration vec-
tor in the smartphone coordinate system (m/s2)

acor
sx

  x-component components of the corrected 
acceleration vector in the smartphone coordinate 
system (m/s2)

asy  y-component components of the acceleration vec-
tor in the smartphone coordinate system (m/s2)

acor
sy

  y-component components of the corrected 
acceleration vector in the smartphone coordinate 
system (m/s2)

asz  z-component components of the acceleration vec-
tor in the smartphone coordinate system (m/s2)

acor
sz

  z-component components of the corrected 
acceleration vector in the smartphone coordinate 
system (m/s2)

d  Distance between two points as the bird flies (m)
dt  Distance along the road as driven by the automo-

bile between two points (m)
e  A correction factor in the ECEF coordinate system
g  The local earth gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
gref  The earth gravitational acceleration at the start 

point (m/s2)
h  Altitude (m)
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href  Altitude of the start point (m)
Ne  A correction factor in the ECEF coordinate system
→

Pe  The position vector in the ECEF coordinate system
→

Pg  The position vector in the geographic coordinate 
system

→

Pn  The position vector in the vehicle-carried NED 
coordinate system

re  The mean radius of the earth (m)
t  Time (s)
→

Vn  Velocity vector in the vehicle-carried NED coordi-
nate system

Vnx  x-component of the velocity vector in the vehicle-
carried NED coordinate system (m/s)

Vny  y-component of the velocity vector in the vehicle-
carried NED coordinate system (m/s)

Vnz  z-component of the velocity vector in the vehicle-
carried NED coordinate system (m/s)

→

Vs  Velocity vector in the smartphone coordinate 
system

Vsx  x-component of the velocity vector in the smart-
phone coordinate system (m/s)

Vsy  y-component of the velocity vector in the smart-
phone coordinate system (m/s)

Vsz  z- component of the velocity vector in the smart-
phone coordinate system (m/s)

xe  x-component of the position vector in the vehicle-
carried NED coordinate system (m)

xref
e

  x-component of the position of the start point in 
the ECEF coordinate system (m)

xn  x-component of the position vector in the ECEF 
coordinate system (m)

ye  y-component of the position vector in the ECEF 
coordinate system (m)

yref
e

  y-component of the position of the start point in 
the ECEF coordinate system (m)

yn  y-component of the position vector in the vehicle-
carried NED coordinate system (m)

ze  z-component of the position vector in the ECEF 
coordinate system (m)

zref
e

  z-component of the position of the start point in 
the ECEF coordinate system (m)

zn  z-component of the position vector in the vehicle-
carried NED coordinate system (m)

θ  Pitch angle (°)
λ  Longitude (°)
�ref   Longitude of the start point (°)
φ  Latitude (°)
ϕ  Role angle (°)
�ref   Latitude of the start point (°)
ψ  Yaw angle (°)

1 Introduction

Today, smartphones are important parts of people’s life 
and developing the Global Positioning System (GPS) 
made easy navigation for human activities, such as 
industry, science, research, trade, transport, and trip. In 
addition, automatic devices need navigation for control-
ling stable movement. Using smartphone sensors for 
motion analyzing is an easy solution for this problem. 
Some of these phones have inertial motion unit (IMU), 
which contains three-dimensional accelerometer, mag-
netometer and gyroscope. These smartphones are suit-
able for motion analyzing and GPS-independent naviga-
tion [1–3]. Some studies investigated postural and gait 
control [4, 5] or joint goniometry [6, 7], used expensive, 
such as the black box of airplanes, and immobile equip-
ment for laboratory studies [8], or used smartphones 
for static and dynamic measuring in the motion anal-
ysis of moving objects. Fast position receiving [9] and 
data recording are important for intelligent transport, 
checking the traffic [10] or detecting the transport qual-
ity [11] using a network of sensors, and also analyzing 
driver behavior [12] or detecting car accidents [13] using 
smartphone features. Some reasons for studying novel 
motion analyzing methods are:

• Controlling smart cars
• Designing autopilot systems for aircrafts or 

unmanned aerial vehicles
• Examining the performance of moving vehicles
• Controlling multirotors
• Designing self-balancing systems for bicycles or 

motorcycles
• Medicine analyzing using the person’s gait
• GPS-independent navigation.

Controlling these smart objects needs accurate infor-
mation about the location of the object and also its per-
formance during a certain motion. Motion analysis helps 
us to estimate the location of a motive object at each 
step of its motion and also the motion performance of 
this object during this motion. GPS-independent navi-
gation lets to smart control some objects that have no 
access to the GPS data, such as submarines. A combina-
tion of various sensors can measure valuable data for 
this purpose. However, the smartphone is an accessible 
and cheap device for this aim. Therefore, examining 
its abilities for data recording, motion analyzing and 
GPS-independent navigation is necessary. This study 
defines a novel method for motion analyzing and GPS-
independent navigation of moving objects, such as car, 
bus, bicycle, motorbike, helicopter, ship, boat, multirotor 
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or aircraft. An Android application was installed on a 
smartphone to record measured values by its sensors. A 
homemade program code in JavaScript developed this 
application. Then, a developed MATLAB code analyzed 
the road trip of the car using the recorded data and cali-
brated the measured values by these sensors for GPS-
independent navigation.

2  Methodology

2.1  Experiment

A Samsung (Galaxy S3) smartphone with the presented 
features in Table 1 has been used for recording the meas-
ured values by its sensors in a car (a Peugeot 405 GLX) 
road trip from Estahban to Neyriz, in Iran. A homemade 
code developed an Android application using the JavaS-
cript for recording these measured values in an external 
memory:

• Time (in milliseconds since the UNIX epoch: January 1, 
1970 00:00:00 UTC)

• Rate of data recording (number of recorded data in 
each second)

• Latitude (using the GPS, in degrees, which ranges from 
0° at the Equator to 90° at the North or South pole)

• Longitude (using the GPS, in degrees, which is defined 
as an angle pointing west or east from the Greenwich 
Meridian)

• Altitude (using the GPS, in meters, above the WGS 84 
reference ellipsoid)

• Acceleration in the xs direction (using the gravity sen-
sor, in meter per square second)

• Acceleration in the ys direction (using the gravity sen-
sor, in meter per square second)

• Acceleration in the zs direction (using the gravity sen-
sor, in meter per square second)

• Roll (using the orientation sensor, in degree)
• Pitch (using the orientation sensor, in degree)
• Yaw (using the orientation sensor, in degree).

This smartphone, which was fixed at the estimated 
gravity center of the car, recorded these values with 200 
samples per second frequency, in its normal activity 
mode. Figure 1 shows the defined xs, ys and zs directions 
(smartphone coordinate system) and roll, pitch and yaw 
orientations.

2.2  Coordinate transformation

Figure 1 also shows a schematic view of the used coordi-
nate transformations in this study. The GPS data is in the 
geographic coordinate system, which specifies each point 

by three numbers (see Fig. 1) as, 
→

Pg =

⎛⎜⎜⎝

�

�

h

⎞⎟⎟⎠
 [14]. λ is the 

angular distance of a point from the Prime (Greenwich) Table 1  Some features of used smartphone

Processor Samsung-Exynos 4412 (4 cores–1.4 GHz)
Operating system Android 4.0.4
Memory card type MicroSD (4 GB)
RAM 1 GB
Battery type Li-Ion (2100 mAh)
Motion sensor LSM330DLC 3-axis accelerometer

AK8975C 3-axis magnetic field sensor
LSM330DLC gyroscope sensor
Uncalibrated gyroscope sensor
Corrected gyroscope sensor

Sensor fusion iNemoEngine orientation sensor
Orientation sensor
iNemoEngine gravity sensor
Gravity sensor
iNemoEngine linear acceleration sensor
Linear acceleration sensor
iNemoEngine rotation vector sensor
Rotation vector sensor

Miscellaneous sensor CM36651 light sensor
LPS331AP pressure sensor
CM36651 proximity sensor

Navigational system GPS
A-GPS
GLONASS

Fig. 1  The defined xs, ys and zs directions, roll, pitch and yaw ori-
entations for smartphone and also a schematic view of the coordi-
nates transformations
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Meridian, φ is the angular distance of a point from the 
Equator, and h is the vertical distance of a point from the 
geoid. The earth centered-earth fixed (ECEF) coordinate 
system represents this point as below [15]:

The coordinate system represents the position by xe, ye and 
ze. Its origin is located at the earth’s center of mass. The xe, 
 ye, and  ze axes extend through the intersection of the 
Prime Meridian and the Equator, through the intersection 
of the Equator and 90° longitude, and through the true 
north pole, respectively (see Fig. 1). Since, the earth is not 
a sphere and has a biaxial ellipsoid shape, Ne and e were 
presented for correction. Where Ne = re

�√
(1 − e2)Sin2� , 

e = 0.081819190842622 and re is the mean radius of the 
earth, which is equal to 6,378,137 m. The north east down 
(NED) coordinate system represents this point as below 
[15]:

The origin of the vehicle-carried NED coordinate system is 
located at the center of gravity of the car (or smart phone). 
The xn, yn and zn represent the position along the geodetic 
north, east and normal axes, respectively (see Fig. 1). Refer-
ence position ( xref

e
 , yref

e
 , zref

e
 , �ref  and �ref  ) is the position of 

origin of the local NED frame (i.e., the start point of the car 
in the road trip).

Now, we have a 3D displacement vector from the start 
point to each point of the road trip. The gradient of the 
displacement–time graph is the car speed (Vn). Until this 
section, all steps of coordinate transformation only used 
the GPS data. Vn is in the NED coordinate system. It can be 
transformed to the smart phone coordinate system (Vs) 
using the measured values of orientations. The following 
equation defines this transformation [16]:

(1)
→

Pe =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

xe
ye
ze

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(Ne + h)Cos�Cos�

(Ne + h)Cos�Sin�

[Ne(1 − e2) + h]Sin�

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

(2)
→

Pn =

⎛⎜⎜⎝

xn
yn
zn

⎞⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎝

−Sin�refCos�ref −Sin�ref Sin�ref Cos�ref

−Sin�ref Cos�ref 0

−Cos�refCos�ref −Cos�ref Sin�ref −Sin�ref

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⋅

⎛⎜⎜⎝

xe − xref
e

ye − yref
e

ze − zref
e

⎞⎟⎟⎠

(3)
→

Vs =

⎛⎜⎜⎝

Vsx
Vsy
Vsz

⎞⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎝

Cos�Cos� Cos�Sin� −Sin�

Sin�Sin�Cos� − Cos�Sin� Sin�Sin�Sin� + Cos�Cos� Sin�Cos�

Cos�Sin�Cos� + Sin�Sin� Cos�Sin�Sin� − Sin�Cos� Cos�Cos�

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⋅

⎛⎜⎜⎝

Vnx
Vny
Vnz

⎞⎟⎟⎠

where ϕ, θ and ψ are roll, pitch and yaw angles and Vsx, Vsy 
and Vsz are components of the car velocity (speed) vector 
in the xs, ys and zs directions, respectively (see Fig. 1). The 
gradient of the Vs–t graph is the car acceleration (aGPS) in 
the smart phone coordinate system. aGPS and aaccelerometer 
(the measured acceleration using the accelerometer sen-
sor) are in a same coordinate system. Therefore, these val-
ues are comparable.

There are two ways for measuring the acceleration of a 
moving object using a smart phone, the GPS and acceler-
ometer sensor. Calculating the acceleration using the GPS 
data needs a double differentiation (the slope of the dis-
placement–time graph gives the speed, and the slope of 
the speed-time graph gives the acceleration). On the other 
hand, the accelerometer sensor measures this parameter 
directly. It can validate the calculated acceleration using 
the GPS data and clears its instantaneous errors.

The accelerometer sensor gives the components of 
acceleration vector (i.e. asx, asy and asz) in the smart phone 
coordinate system (see Fig. 1). The local earth gravitational 
acceleration (g) affects these values. The following equa-
tion calculates g at different altitudes [17]:

where gref  is the gravitational acceleration at the start 
point of the road trip. For removing the effects of g on 
asx, asy and asz, these values have been transformed from 
the smart phone coordinate system to the NED coordinate 
system (see Fig. 1). The values of role (ϕ), pitch (θ) and yaw 
(ψ) angles are necessary for this purpose. The orientation 
sensor of the smart phone measured these values. The fol-
lowing equation calculates the instantaneous acceleration 
of the car in the NED coordinate system [18]:

(4)g = gref
(
re + href

re + h

)2
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Since anz and g vectors are parallel at each point, removing 
the effects of g from anz 

(
acor
nz

= azn − g
)
 is possible. The fol-

lowing equation transfers the corrected acceleration from 
the NED coordinate system to the smart phone coordinate 
system (see Fig. 1):

Since anx and any are perpendicular to the g direction, 
these parameters are free from the g effects.

2.3  Navigation using the smartphone sensors

Attending to suitable accordance of the smartphone sen-
sors, it is possible to calculate the location of the vehicle 
using the obtained independence value of acceleration 
from the g effects. For this purpose, a set of polynomial 
equations were defined, as below, for removing the effects 
of sensors noises. These noises can have huge effects, as 
integral effects, on the calculated values for the veloc-
ity and location using the measured acceleration by the 
smartphone sensors.

The defined constants in these equations (i.e. c1 to c30) 
were obtained by fitting the calculated location using 
these modified accelerations and orientations with the 
obtained location using the GPS. An optimization algo-
rithm (i.e. fminsearch) was used for minimizing the existed 

(5)
→

an =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

anx
any
anz

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Cos�Cos� Cos�Sin�Sin� − Sin�Cos� Cos�Sin�Cos� + Sin�Sin�

Sin�Cos� Sin�Sin�Sin� + Cos�Cos� Sin�Sin�Cos� − Cos�Sin�

Sin� Cos�Sin� Cos�Cos�

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
⋅

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

asx
asy
asz

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

(6)
→

acor
s

=

⎛⎜⎜⎝

acor
sx

acor
sy

acor
sz

⎞⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎝

Cos�Cos� Cos�Sin� −Sin�

Sin�Sin�Cos� − Cos�Sin� Sin�Sin�Sin� + Cos�Cos� Sin�Cos�

Cos�Sin�Cos� + Sin�Sin� Cos�Sin�Sin� − Sin�Cos� Cos�Cos�

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⋅

⎛⎜⎜⎝

acor
nx

any
anz

⎞⎟⎟⎠

(7)
amodified
sx

= c
1
+ c

2
acor
sx

+ c
3
(acor

sx
)2 + c

4
(acor

sx
)3 + c

5
(acor

sx
)4

(8)
amodified
sy

= c
6
+ c

7
acor
sy

+ c
8
(acor

sy
)2 + c

9
(acor

sy
)3 + c

10
(acor

sy
)4

(9)

amodified
sz

= c
11
+ c

12
acor
sz

+ c
13
(acor

sz
)2 + c

14
(acor

sz
)3 + c

15
(acor

sz
)4

(10)�modified = c
16
+ c

17
� + c

18
�2 + c

19
�3 + c

20
�4

(11)�modified = c
21
+ c

22
� + c

23
�2 + c

24
�3 + c

25
�4

(12)�modified = c
26
+ c

27
� + c

28
�2 + c

29
�3 + c

30
�4

Table 2  The obtained values of c1 to c29

Constant Value

c1 − 0.0298335679817724
c2 − 0.123462459228374
c3 0.0636579518219812
c4 − 0.00610671531284501
c5 0.0288888313911145
c6 0.00290251156387767
c7 − 0.0536079145304248
c8 0.402905037305803
c9 − 0.395826868844328
c10 − 0.202374976645805
c11 0.239933995301236
c12 0.0764952741297610
c13 − 0.00310780825157127
c14 − 0.000167399216266299
c15 − 0.0000205258944419954
c16 − 2.14038544212840
c17 − 1.57996314611318
c18 0.307006777364772
c19 0.0238094868409231
c20 − 0.00134516632279696
c21 5.07528525130319
c22 − 2.92993110192188
c23 − 0.273316240766119
c24 0.0139555005050072
c25 0.00122524566498862
c26 − 48.1658350217407
c27 2.57103521964248
c28 − 0.00231254607934835
c29 − 0.0000366660191176299
C30 0.000000185068970058501

difference between these locations. Table 2 presents the 
obtained values for these constants.
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respectively. Because, the gravitational acceleration affects 
these values. Figure 3 shows the obtained x–y plot, using 
the recorded GPS data, for this trip on a satellite image. 
The obtained x–y plot in the NED coordinate system has a 

Fig. 2  The recorded data in the external memory

Fig. 3  The obtained x–y plot for the trip on a satellite image from 
the Google Maps (using GPS)

Fig. 4  The covered distance in the road trip (using GPS)

Fig. 5  The instantaneous values of the vehicle velocity vector and 
also its triple components in the smartphone coordinate system 
(using GPS)

Fig. 6  The measured and corrected values of components of accel-
eration vector (using accelerometer sensor)

3  Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the recorded data in the external memory 
for this road trip test. These data are: Fig. 2a) altitude, lati-
tude and longitude, Fig. 2b) three components of accelera-
tion vector, Fig. 2c) role, pitch, yaw angles. The recorded 
values of asx and asy depend on the values of pitch and roll, 
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perfect accordance with the road in the map. It approves 
the accuracy of this method. This method is different from 
the other navigate applications. Other applications display 

your trip on a map using a comparison between the GPS 
data of your locations and prerecorded values for each 
point of its map. The distance between two points (i.e., 
origin and destination) in geodetic measurements has two 
different definitions:

• The length of a straight line that connects these two 
points 

(
d =

√
x2
n
+ y2

n
+ z2

n

)
 , which indicates the linear 

distance between these points
• The length of the existed road between these two cities �

dt =
∑

d
�
 , which indicates the path length between 

these points

Figure  4 compares these lengths for this road trip. 
Clearly, mazes of the road increases the covered distance 
(compare dt with d). The slopes of these curves show the 
mean speed of the car in each section of the trip. This value 

Fig. 7  The obtained acceleration of the vehicle by GPS and acceler-
ometer sensor

Fig. 8  Comparison of the estimated x, y and z using the measured values with the smartphone sensors, with the obtained values for these 
parameters using GPS
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was about 90 km/h throughout the trip. Figure 5 shows the 
instantaneous values of the car speed vector and its triple 
components in the smartphone coordinate system. These 
values have been calculated using the GPS data. Consider-
ing forward motion of the car (except in some conditions 
such as climbing or turning around), matching of Vsy and 
Vs was expected.

The effects of g should be removed from the sensed 
acceleration for a suitable GPS-independent navigation 
using the measured values by the smartphone sensors. 
Figure 6 compares the measured and corrected values of 
acceleration. The corrected asz is smaller than the corrected 
values of asx and asy. Figure 7 compares the obtained accel-
eration using the GPS ( 

(
aGPS =

d2(dt )

dt2

)
 and accelerometer 

sensor 
(
aAccelerometer =

√
acor2
sx

+ acor2
sy

+ acor2
sz

)
 . These values 

are near together, occasionally. However, the noisy GPS 
data have low accuracy for calculating the acceleration. As 
a result, it is more accurate to obtain the location and 
acceleration using the GPS and accelerometer sensor, 
respectively. Nevertheless, calibrating the measured noisy 
values by the smartphone sensors can improves the accu-
racy of the estimated location without the GPS data. Fig-
ure 8 compares the estimations of x, y and z using the cali-
brated values of the sensed accelerations and orientations 
with the obtained location by the GPS data in this road trip. 
It is observed that these calibrated values have acceptable 
estimations.   

4  Conclusion

This study defined a novel method for motion analyzing of 
moving objects and GPS-independent navigation. A devel-
oped Android application was installed on a smartphone 
for recording measured values by its sensors. A developed 
MATLAB code analyzed a road trip of a car using these data 
and calibrated the measured data by the acceleration 
and orientation sensors. Several coordinate transforma-
tions were used to give valuable information from these 
recorded data. The measured acceleration was corrected 
for removing the effects of earth gravitational accelera-
tion and also the existed noises in their measurements. 
The obtained x–y plot in the NED coordinate system had 
a perfect accordance with the road. The obtained instan-
taneous and mean speeds of the car presented acceptable 
and sensible information about this road trip. Integration 
or differentiation improves the noises of the accelerom-
eter sensor and GPS unit of the smartphones. It is more 
accurate to obtain the location and acceleration using the 
GPS and accelerometer sensor, respectively. However, the 

presented calibration method in this study can improves 
the navigation accuracy of this smartphone without using 
the GPS data.
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